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221 
221 
221 Jane Littmann: ••••• When I was talking with him about h is topic, I asked him if 
222 there would be anything to help introduce the topic, a nd he said, "The less said, 
223 the better." Here's Pete. 
224 
224 Peter: A couple of preliminaries: one, just to make i t easy and pleasant for you, 
225 there's an outline in roughly the order in which I'm go i ng to deal with some topics, 
226 so that will help you orient. Number two, I'm glad tha t Joe went half an hour ago, 
227 because he's going to make me sound very reasonable and conservative, which might not 
228 otherwise be the case. 
229 
229 Let me tell you how it all began. [laughter] A year a go , I gave a talk on the 
230 mind-body problem, and afterwards, during the question p e riod, Bill Plotkin said, 
231 "How did persons originate?" That was kind of a stoppe :r , and what I said was, "I 
232 think that to give an answer to that, you would need a n ex post facto formulation. 
233 And that sounds like a good topic for next year." Well, here it is--next year--and 
234 that's my topic, and that's how it started. 
235 
235 As you can see from the outline, I'm not just going to 't.a lk about ex post facto 
236 formulations. To a large extent, I'm going to talk about origin questions, and 
237 I'll use the ex po$t facto formulations to give us some e ntree into some more 
238 general problems of understanding people and their behavior and the world. 
239 
239 The first thing is, we do ask origin questions. We do a s k questions of how did it 
240 begin, how did persons originate, how did language orig ~nate, how did behavior ori-
241 ginate, how didlife originate, how did thought originat e , how do concepts originate? 
242 We also ask where do they come from? where do concepts come from? where did life 
243 come from? where did persons come from? where did Des c r iptive Psychology come from? 
244 We do ask those kinds of questions. Some of these ques :ions lend themselves to a 
245 simple historical account. We answer the question jus t by giving an account of what 
246 happened over time, and there's your answer. The interesting ones don't. Character-
247 stically, with the interesting origin questions, there ' s something peculiar about 
248 the question how did life originate, how did people orig inate, how did language 
249 originate? And that peculiarity carries over into the answers, including that we 
250 have a hard time generating any answers. Part of the p e c uliarity appears as soon 
251 as you even describe the phenomena without trying to exp lain them at all. It appears 
252 in the form of reports that say, "X changed into Y," or generalizations that say, 
253 "X's change into Y's." We can paraphrase the origin-type question as, "What was it 
254 that changed into X?" "What was it that changed into Y? " What was it that changed 
255 into life? what was it that changed into language? wha t was it that changed into 
256 persons? That's the nature of origin questions, that you can ask them in these 
257 various forms. 
-258 
258 This last one, "What was it that changed into X?", is o n e that should tickle our 
259 consciences. As soon as you put it in that form, red f lags go up. The red flag 
260 -ays that there's something wrong there, there's a rocky road ahead if you keep 
261 going. 
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You get your first taste of that rocky road when you start trying to explain how or 
why something changed into X. Take a classic example, and it really is classic, and 
many of you are familiar with it. This is Allport's theory of functional aut onomy. 
Allport was concerned to affirm that persons acquire genuinely new motivations in 
the course of their lives. The contrast was psychoanalytic theory, and he was reacting 
against that-- which implies that people do not change t heir motivations in the course 
of their lives; they only change the means whereby they t ry to satisfy their eternal 
motivations, or their unchanging motivations. His heuri s t ic example was the insurance 
salesman who joins the country club to try to increa se his sales, and plays golf f or 
the purpose of increasing his sales of insurance, and f inds that he enjoys it, and 
later on plays golf just because he enjoys it. Playing golf just because he enjoy s 
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274 
274 it is Allport's candidate for a genuinely new motivation . His particular version o f 
275 x becomes Y was what used to be a mere mechanism has bec ome a motive. What used to 
276 be the mere performance of doing golf things for some o c her motivation, namely, sellin _ 
277 insurance, has become a motivation in its own right: now he plays golf for its own 
278 sake. 
279 
279 There you are with a case of X changes into Y, and that 11 s the explanation for the 
280 origjn of Y. What was the origin of his motivation to play golf for its own sake? 
281 There was a previous mechanism which changed into this n1otivation. In Allport's case, 
282 and that example, there was trouble, and the trouble is that it's impossible. It's 
283 impossible not merely causally or technologically. It' s not impossible because it's 
284 too hard. It's logically impossible. There is no possi ble process that can start 
285 with a mechanism and end with a motivation. There simpl .y isn't. And no matter how 
286 people try, there's no way to bridge that gap. So that s hould sound familiar. 
287 Remember the "17 banana" last year: there is no process that can begin with a banana 
288 and end with a number 17. Well, there is no process thmt can begin with a mechanism 
289 and end with a motive. 
290 
290 That poses us with a dilennna, that if you have that kind of origin, you might as well 
291 say it came from nowhere. If you have that kind of development, or developmental 
292 explanation, you might as well say the thing came from n owhere. 
293 
293 ?: Probably less pathogenical. 
294 
294 Peter: It probably would spread less confusion if you s aid that. Now with respect 
295 to that particular example of fil!lctional autonomy, we di.d find a solution and it was 
296 not Allport's, but it was a success at what he wanted t o achieve with his principle. 
297 The elements of the solution are these: first, at a give n time T, a given description 
298 (namely, plays golf and its various details) correctly describes the salesman's in-
299 strumental performances. It's a correct description of t his aspect of behavior--
300 performance. That's the force of saying "there used to b e a mechanism". Now at a 
301 later time, the same description (namely, plays golf and all of the other elaborations) 
302 correctly describes a different aspect of his behavior, n amely, his motivation. What 
303 has not happened is that the performance has changed int o a motivation. Nothing has 
304 changed into something there. The performance is still a performance, the motivation 
305 is still a motivation. What is it that's The person h a s changed. The 
306 person has changed from somebody who didn't have this motivation to somebody who 
307 does. And there's no paradox about that kind of change. 
308 
308 That particular example serves as a springboard for a general principle concerning 
309 change, concerning this notion of X changes into Y. The principle is this: what can 
310 change about a thing are the values of its parameters • . Secondarily, what can change 
311 about a thing is its relation to other things. For exam~ le, if the parameters of 
312 a table are its size, shape, color, composition, and location, then what can change 
313 about it is its size, its shape, its color, its composit i on, its location. None of 
314 these changes will change it into the number 17. You c a n 't get there from here. 
315 But those changes can occur, and if they occur they're mon-problematic, non-paradoxical. 
316 Or if the parameters of persons are traits, attitudes, i ~ terests, knowledge, values, 
317 abilities, states, and embodiment, then what can change a bout a person is he person's 
318 traits, attitudes, interests, values, knowledge, abiliti!e s, embodiments. None of 
319 those changes will make that person into the number 17, e ither. Nor will they turn 
320 a person into a chair. 
321 
321 Now that is a fundamental principle of change. The interesting origin questions are 
322 the ones that seem to violate this principle. That's why they're interesting. That's 
323 why they have this mystery, this attraction, this fascina t ion, this transcendental 
324 quality, is that they seem to violate something that is a necessity. That's what 
325 hooks us. Now those cases are either where something see ms to come out of nowhere, 
326 or where something seems to come out of something that's r adically different in the 
327 
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328 
328 parameter sense. You find this with the question "Wher E! do concepts come from?" 
329 There isn't anything that's at all like a concept; there f ore, no matter what you 
330 mention as "This is where it came from", it's going to .b e radically different from 
331 concepts, and you're going to be left with that nagging s ense that you might as well 
332 have said, "Concepts come from nowhere". As a matter o f fact, that's what I normally 
333 do say: concepts come from nowhere. So when somebody a s k s me, "Where did Descr~ptive 
334 Psychology come from?", I say, "Nowhere." 
335 
335 Where did language come from? Again, there is nothing t hat isn't language that's 
336 at all like language. So if you're going to mention san e non-linguistic antecedent 
337 to language, it's going to be like the table becoming t l1e number 17 • . You might as 
338 well say, "Language comes from nowhere." The same thin 9 with thought. Do you know 
339 anything that isn't thought that's at all like thought, t hat has the same parameters? 
340 No matter what you mention as the X, saying "thoughts Cu.J.-ne from X" is going to involve 
341 you in the same apparent violation, and you might as wel.. l say, "They come from 
342 nowhere." Now saying they came from nowhere isn't all hat satisfying, either. 
343 One of the famous questions of this sort has to do with developmental theory in 
344 psychology. How does an infant become an adult? How d o e s an organism become a 
345 person? Well, the parameters of organisms are differen ~ from the parameters of 
346 persons, and so you have the same issue: if you start wi .th this (namely, an organism), 
347 and you wind up with this (namely, a person), how does t hat transition take place? 
348 If you think back through the history of psychological €,.xplanation of development, 
349 once you have this parameter principle that says that t h e only things that can change 
350 about a thing are the values of its parameters, it becor.:e s very clear that psycho-
351 logical theorizing on hwnan development has been an att ~ mpt to work around that 
352 issue, and you can see what the obvious solutions are. The first one is to say, 
353 "The parameters of persons are really the same parameter'."s as we' re familiar with 
354 with organisms. The differences are merely apparent." And so you get a theory like 
355 psychoanalytic theory that says basically the picture o f the infant is the true 
356 picture, and what you have with adults are merely refinE-ments and elaborations of 
357 that, but it's essentially the same picture. This was \Jhat Allport was reacting 
358 against. 
359 
359 Now it isn't just psychoanalytic theories. It's essenti .ally every psychological 
360 theory xhat you're familiar with. Except one like Piage t 's theory, which does the 
361 other thing and says, "Well, it just happens." People just do move through these 
362 stages. And if you have the addition, "What makes them move through is disequilibrium, 
363 there's nothing in the theory that gives you the slightest notion of why disequilib-
364 rium will cause that movement, or how it would work that disequilibrium causes that 
365 movement. So you're back to, "Then you might as well s ay it comes from nowhere," or 
366 in the case of Piaget, "You might as well say it just h appens." 
367 
367 The second kind of explanation is to say, "No, really t he parameters in question are 
368 the parameters of persons, and organisms and even inanima te objects really have 
369 these parameters." Then the particular explanation will deal with the technical 
370 problems of explaining why you don't see some of these t J-1ings with tables and chairs 
371 and infants that you do in normal adult human beings. A.nd there are a variety of 
372 explanations for why, even though they're really there, they don't manifest themselves, 
373 or you don't observe them but they're really there. The.re isn't any scientific 
374 theory I know of that does it this way. Mostly they are me taphysical systems like 
375 Whitehead's, or some of the metaphysical systems associa.ted with religions, mostly 
376 of the Eastern variety. You can see that both of those ,ways of explaining are 
377 responsive to this dilemma that you have this principle t ha t says, "These are the 
378 only kinds of change that can take place," and you have a n apparent violation. The 
379 technical problem, then, is to preserve the principle a n d explain how come you have 
380 this merely apparent violation. And all your ingenuity, then, is making the violation 
381 merely apparent, given whichever end you started out wit h , saying "That's the real 
382 thing." 
383 
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Joe Jeffrey: How does that second one diffe r f rom the formulation of Gurdjieff 
along the lines of, "Well, you could treat a clam as a p e rson, also"--a clam or 
a table or whatever? 

Peter: It's one thing to say you can generate a clam f rom a person by doing a para
digm case formulation and generate deficient cases. I t 1 s another to say, "Clams are 
really essentially like persons, and they have all of t h e essential characteristics; 
they just don't manifest them very well." 

None of these explanations are satisfactory; that's why p eople keep trying to generate 
new ones. Both kinds of explanation involve two parts. One is the parameter principle 
which says, "Here's the only kind of change that takes p lace." The other is a picture 
of history as a simple progression of events through tic e . If those approaches are 
fundamentally wrong, then something has to give. And i f the parameter principle is 
sound, then it's the other that has to give, namely, the picture of history as a 
simple progression of events through time. Let me give. you a couple of versions of 
that way of looking at things. The one is the one that a ppears in State of Affairs 
Systems, and it's what I call the physicalist's view--it ' s the one that Joe Jeffrey , 
I think, referred to in passing. This view is what I t h i nk most educated people in 
our society have. This is what you learn implicitly, e x plicitly, one way or another, 
this is the picture that you build up as a result of the kind of education that we 
routinely get. There are twelve points to this--as you c an see, they flow along. 
The first point is that what here is in the world is obj ects which are historical 
particulars. Second, these objects are the sort that p h ysicists' mention in their 
theories, namely, sub-atomic or other ultimate particles. Third, the world consists 
of objects like those in particular configurations and cynarnic relationships. Fourth, 
the configurations are those which can be represented g e ometrically, that is, in s pace 
and time. Fifth, the relationships among these are of the sort mentioned by physicists 
in their theories. Sixth--here's where the action starts getting hot--human beings 
are middle-sized configurations of these basic objects. There's the small ones, there' 
the middle-sized ones like people, and then there's the big ones like universes. So 
human beings are middle-sized configurations of basic ob jects. Objects observable by 
humans are large or middle-sized configurations of these basic objects. Eighth, re l a
tionships of other sorts are reducible to relationships o f these basic sorts. That is, 
they are nothing other than these basic sorts of relationships. Other sorts of rela
tionships are nothing other than these basic sorts of r elationships under a different 
description. Any other relation is just a fancy way of t alking about these basic, 
physical relationships. Basic objects, configurations, a nd relationships are what 
linguistic terms are about or refer to, in so far as they have. any real meaning and 
are not just emotive, mythological, or merely subjective. Tenth, the presence of 
human beings in the world is a historical accident. Corollary: the principles on 
which the world operates, and the constituents on which t hese principles operate, in 
no way depends on the nature of human beings or even on. t here being any. A summary 
of that is: it was there before we arrived on the scene a nd it will be there after 
we're gone. It in no way depends on us. Second corollary: human beings as such are 
in the world as spectators. They have no part in the basic goings-on that happen. 

428 Jan Vanderburgh [laughing]: Any time anybody engages· i n theological speculation 
429 around here - - - - -
430 
430 Peter: The eleventh principle is that the presence of language, in a world that 
431 contains human beings, is a historical accident. It nee ~ n•t have been the case. 
432 Corollary: the principles on which human beings operate , and the constituents on 
433 which these principles operate, in no way depend on the n a ture of words, sentences, 
434 or utterances. Second corollary: human knowledge of the world is acquired first 
435 independently of language, and only then translated into or coded into verbal expres-
436 sion. Third corollary: the relation of language to the wo rld is entirely e xterna l ; 
437 therefore a connection between the two must be made if l i nguistic expressions are to 
438 be applicable to the world. Fourth corollary: the relati on of language to concepts 
439 
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440 and relationships is entirely external; hence a connect ion mus t be made if linguistic 
441 expressions are to have that kind of application. Fina lly --no, next to finally: al-
442 though the preceding eleven statements are the way the world is, I (and that goes for 
443 all of us) can't operate with that notion literally, because none of the things 
444 I observe are in fact reducible in the way that I said . All I have is a verbal 
445 formula that says it can be done, but I don't see it d or.e and I can't do it. 
446 Secondly, I can't separate out my language from my know: 2dge from my knowledge of 
447 the world. I can't get outside myself to see what the -.·orld is like independent of 
448 how I see the world. The very distinction between lin guistic and non-linguistic is 
449 a linguistic distinction. This is an open-ended one. Yo u can generate paradoxes all 
450 evening. 
451 
451 Finally the last one is: in spite of all these paradoxes , those eleven postulates 
452 must be accepted because that's what science says is s o. That's a view of the world 
453 hat I think fits. Furthermore, I've tried it out on e ng ineers and computer scientists 
454 and guess what they say? They say, "Well, of course! ,.ow could you doubt it? Could 
455 you imagine anything different?" So indeed, that is a v i ew of how things are. Part 
456 of what's involved there is this left-to-right "The his ':.ory of the world is simply a 
457 simple progression of events through time". 
458 
458 Okay, let me give you a much less formal view, but much more succinct. In this form, 
459 it says: "The moving finger writes, and having writ, mo\·e s on, and all your piety nor 
460 wit shall lure it back to cancel half a line, nor all your tears wash out a word of 
461 it." Essentially, that's the same thing. The moving f .:..n ger writes from left to 
462 right. It's a simple progression of events through ti ~- And it's unchangeable, 
463 it has nothing to do with you or me; we can't change i t ; it's there; it happens. 
464 Those are ways of elaborating what I said was the seconc\ p iece of these developmental 
465 explanations, the first piece being xhe parameter princ i ple, the second piece being 
466 this picture of history as a simple movement from left . 0 right--the moving finger 
467 writes. 
468 
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What I want to introduce now, and the point of the ex p ost facto formulation, is 
to introduce a new way of looking at these things, so t r.a t we can say, "Well, if 
it's a case of the moving finger writes, it's going to be a fickle finger." That 
sets the stage for ex post facto phenomena and ex post facto formul ations. What 
they contrast with is the moving finger writes. Let's start with the archetypal 
case, which is found in the field of law. Ex post facto is taken from the notion 
of ex post facto laws. Let me give you an example. Suppose that today, Congress 
passes a law that says it's illegal to drive over 55. Ee re it is, 1981, and they 
pass this law. Okay, from now on, if I drive 55, it's illegal. Three years ago, 
I was driving down the highway at 65, but it wasn't illegal. That's a normal law. 
Now let me give you an example of an ex post facto law. Suppose that Congress today 
passes a law that says it's illegal to have dri ven over 5 5 any time after 1970. All 
of a sudden I'm a criminal, because back in 1978, I drove down the highway at 65. 
According to the law, it isn't that now I'm a criminal. That law says: back then 
in 1978 that was a criminal act. And if Congress reall y p assed that, which they 
might if it weren't unconstitutional, it would be true that back in 1978 that was 
an illegal act. Notice, though, that even if they did p a s s a law like that, in 
1978 it wasn't true. It only now becomes true that it w~s so back in 1978. You 
might say that's unfair, which is it, and that's why it 1 s unconstitutional. But 
it's not something that Congress couldn't actually do, aad the reason it's un
constitutional is that people did indeed used to do it a :,d it was objectionable, 
and that's why the Constitution prohibits it. So it is poss ible to pass laws that 
mak e it a crime to have done something before the law was passed. That then makes 
you a criminalex post facto. 

492 That gives us the essentials for an explicit formulation of what's involved in 
493 ex post facto phenomena. 'l'he ex post facto explanation .is the penultimate form 
494 
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495 
495 of a certain kind o f logical progression, and it has t his form: At a given time, 
496 T2, something happens so that it becomes the case that ~ certain thing, P, was · so 
497 at an earlier time, Tl, even though at Tl it was not a lready the case that P was so. 
498 That describes the ex post facto creation of the state o f affairs P. 

499 
499 Jan: Do you make a distinction there between that people say at T2 that so-and-so 

500 was true 
500 
010 Peter: It's not a matter of saying. It makes it 
011 
011 Jan: I was thinking as an example of some of the proc1 amations about the divinity of 
012 the Roman emperors, who said that they had been gods a nd their families had been gods 
013 before them, which was an ex post facto kind of thing. Now if people -ehave according 
014 to that it makes it fact, or what? Okay. 
015 
015 Peter: Think of that again in connection with the status assignment example, and 
016 if it doesn't fit, raise a question. 
017 
017 Joe: - - - that makes it so for a certain community o f p eople. 
018 other hand, it might be that for us to look at it and s a y , -
019 a question of true for what community of people is invo ' ved. 
020 

- - on the 
It seems like 

020 Peter: Yes and no. You can only talk to somebody in yo u r community. Within that 
021 communit4, it isn't just a matter of which community; i t is so. In the same way, 
022 for a third person, what you see as real, he says that ' . your perception. But from 
023 your point of view, you don't say, "That's my perceptio n. " You say, "That's what's 
024 here." It's up to somebody else to relativize and makr:o it subjective. 
025 
025 Okay, here's some garden-variety examples of ex post f a c t o phenomena. The first one 
026 is--I think I mentioned it last year, but let me start -::,,ou off with it. Imagine 
027 sitting in Folsom stadium at 1:30 on a Saturday afterno o n . The teams come out on 
028 the field, they flip the coin, they line up, and the g uy fades back and throws a 
029 pass. Being of a philosophical bent, I nudge you and s a y , "What was it we just saw 
030 down there?" And you say, "That was the first play of ---he game." Now being a philo-
031 sopher, I don't let it rest at that. I saw, "Now wait a while. Look: nothing can be 
032 the first play of the game if there isn't a game. Ther e isn't the game until the game 
033 is finished. So how can you say now that that was the fi rst play?" Not being a 
034 philosopher, you just say, "Okay, wait." Come 5:30 and that final gun sounds. 
035 You nudge me and you say, "See, I told you that was the f irst play of the game." As 
036 soon as that final gun sounds, it becomes the case at 5:30 that at 1:30 , that was 
037 the first play of the game. And indeed, at 1:30 that wa s the first play of the game 
038 as it turned out. But at 1:30, it wasn't already guara ~teed, because had the heavens 
039 fallen and the game discontinued after two plays, there wouldn't have been a game 
040 and those two plays would not have been the first two p lay s of it. We could call it 
041 something else, but they would not have been the first plays of the game. 
042 
042 That's not all that puzzling. It's not all that paradoxical. But it is a simple kind 
043 of ex post facto and it fits the formula, namely, that it only becomes true at a later 
044 time--5:30--that something was already true at an earlie r time, namely, 1:30, even 
045 though at 1:30 it wasn't already true then. 
046 
046 Take a second example. This 1s one that I usually use as a heuristic for Move 2's as 
047 an influence principle in therapy. The heuristic example is: just imagine that we're 
048 standing around talking and somebody taps me on the shoulder and makes a comment that 
049 could about equally be taken as a friendly joke or as a mild insult. If I take it as 
050 an insult and treat it accordingly, then it was an insult unless the person who 
051 delivered it can get things worked around so that it isn' t . But he's going to have 
052 to work. Once I count it as an insult and treat it accordingly, that's what it's going 
053 to be "unless -- " Conversely , if I treat it as a fri endly joke, then a friendly 
054 
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055 
055 joke is what it was, again, unless the other person can work his way out and make 
056 it stand as an insult if that's what he wants. But he' s going to have to work once 
057 I treat it as a friendly joke. Why is that ex post fac to? Well, whatever I treat 
058 it as is what it now was. 
059 
059 So far, because these are the unproblematic examples, y .. ,u ' re thinking up reservations 
060 and saying that that's just having to do with how you d l, s cribe thingso It's just a 
061 matter of semantics. Try that last example, and instea :~ of imagining that I simply 
062 treat it as an insult, imagine that we come to blows a n d then somebody asks you, "How 
063 did it start?" And you say, "Well, he tapped him on t h 2 shoulder and that was the 
064 beginning of the fight." Now at the time when he tappe ri me on the shoulder, it wasn't 
065 already the beginning of the fight, and it needn't have been except as it happened. 
066 So what happened afterward made it into the beginning o r the fight, and that's not just 
067 a matter of what we call it. That second one, the begi n ning of the fight, fits a very 
068 simple paradigm and you'll see why it's convincing. Sur.pose I put a brick here, or I 
069 put a brick over there and say, "What's that a part of? " You say, "I don't know. Just 
070 wait." And then we put other bricks around it and make a wall. Now we can say, "That 
071 was the first brick in the wall." If we put other bricr. s in a different way, we say, 
072 "That was the cornerstone of a building." If we put t h :-;. bricks in still another way, 
073 we say, "That's one of the pillars of a bridge." So d e ~·ending on what else we add, 
074 his thing becomes very different, and it really is diff Erent because there is a dif-
075 ference between being the cornerstone of a building and being the pillar of a bridge. 
076 So what a thing is depends in part on what else goes with it, or in general, what 
077 whole or pattern it is a part of. One of the things t h : s does is sensitize you and 
078 remind you how much of our description of things are t h Ese part/whole descriptions, 
079 where you describe a thing in terms of what it's a part o f . My usual example of that 
080 is a carburetor or a colonel. Calling something a carbc·~etor is giving a part/whole 
081 description of it. Calling somebody a colonel is givin~ a part/whole description, 
082 saying, "This is an individual who is a part of, ancl a. !5 oecific part of, this larger 
083 thing." Calling this a carburetor is saying, "This is a;-1 individual that is a part of, 
084 and a specific part of, this larger thing." Many more cf our descriptions than you 
085 would beiieve, until you start examining, are of that s c ~t, that they imply the other 
086 thing that this is a part of. 
087 
087 A third example is the degradation ceremony that we heard this morning. Remember the 
088 line that Jane raised a question about, namely 1 at the end of the degradation, "What 
089 he is now is what he was all along." So it now becomes the case that that's what he 
090 was all along. An informal version of that, you see ver -1 often when kids who are 
091 -riends break up. One of the famous last lines is, "I n e ver liked you anyhow." And 
092 you can make up variations: "I never really trusted you .'' There's a whole bunch of 
093 things like that that people do say, and it becomes the ~ase after the fact. Those 
094 ire variations on this degradation ceremony. 
095 
095 All I want to use those examples for is to give you examp les of something other than 
096 "the moving finger writes from left to right". That jus:: gets us started into somethin _ 
097 else than just that. And it's good to get started with t hose, because those are 
098 simple, non-problematical, non-paradoxical, and it's goo ,l, to get your feet wet with 
099 them because some of the other ones are not so tame. [c h a nge tape] 
100 
100 Joe: - - - a more specific description, like the first p l ay of the game, if you 
101 start arguing about whether it was the first play, you're in the soup. If you take 
102 some sort of more novel thing like, "It's the kind of t h i n g that ordinarily would be 
103 the first play of the game," or "I'm not going to answer you. We'll see what it 
104 turns out to be." That's a description that doesn't conunit you. 
105 
105 Peter: No, look: if that's a practice, they're on the p r a ctice field and the guy 
106 goes back exactly the same way and throws exactly the san e ·pass, you could give that 
107 description, namely, "It's the kind of thing that people d o in a football game". That•~: 
108 very different from saying, "That was the first play of t ie game." 
109 
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?: Are you saying that you couldn't be noncommittal eno ugh? 

Peter: No. It's that if you try being noncommittal, yo u can't say what you want to 
say, namely, that that's the first play of the game. Ycu can say other things and 
not run into the problem, but you can't say this, which i s the thing you want to say. 
The reason you want to say it is because you know it's ~o . At least, you're not 
doubting that it's so or otherwise you would be -

?: What happens when you insert the word "tentative" 

Peter: You can't have real parts of hypothetical thing~3 . 

118 Jan: Try that one on the politicians. 
119 
119 Peter: You might try saying that it was intended as the first play in the game, and 
120 that's like talking about "his perceptions of the world"' . That's okay for a third 
121 person, but it's not okay for him, because you talk to t:.he guy who threw the pass, 
122 and he'll say "This was the first play." But again, yo\'1 see, you can do some 
123 manoeuvering, and that's because these are tame examples . You get a sense that you 
124 can't do just any kind of manoeuvering. You're going t o lose--you don't get some-
125 thing for nothing, here. If you buy safety from the di I.emma, you' re going to lose 
126 something. 
127 
127 Let me now introduce a distinction that will simplify t h ings later on, and that's 
128 the distinction between a historical argument or forrnu l 2 t ion, and a categorical one. 
129 In the relevant sense, a historical formulation is one that makes essential reference 
130 to historically particular persons, occasions, events, cbjects, processes, etc. That'! 
131 why I say, "Saturday afternoon at Folsom stadium, on January third, 1975"--it's a 
132 particular game that this thing is the first play of. That's a historical formulation. 
133 In contrast, a categorical argument refers to no histor :r:.cal particulars. It just 
134 refers to certain kinds or categories of things. There f's a relation between the two 
135 -n that a historical formulation, if it's successful, i s going to have to be backed 
136 up by a categorical one. Roughly speaking, the categorical one for the football game 
137 is that without wholes, there's no parts either. That refers to no historical thing 
138 at all. It just refers to categories. If you don't hav.'e wholes, you can't have 
139 parts. If you don't have parts, you can't have wholes. From that, then, you can 
140 generate all kinds of examples that you can't have whole s without parts, etc. Some 
141 of them will be historical, like the football game, beca use the whole in question 
142 there is a temporal process. It's a behavior pattern t lr.at's extended through time. 
143 And something that is extended through time is not a whcil e, it's not there until 
144 it's finished. In contrast, a car with a carburetor is not a temporal fact, but 
145 the same argument applies. Where there no cars, there v,·ould be no carburetors, or 
146 if there were no motors, there would be no carburetors. So the categorical argument 
147 is: without wholes, there are no parts. So when you des;~ribe something in a way that 
148 implies that it's a part of something, you can't do that if there's no corresponding 
149 whole. 
150 
150 ?: How about a person's life? 
151 
151 Peter: That's a whole. 
152 
152 ?: 
153 
153 Jan: That has some interesting implications for the f am,ily legislation that Congress 
154 is considering. 
155 
1.55 Peter: "Where does life begin?" Not all of these origL'1 questions are trivial. 
156 Okay, there's some elaboration that you could make on wruo l es and parts, but that's 
157 the basic idea, that to have a part , you have to have a corresponding whole, and 
158 
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logically you can't have one without the other. So if t ne one is not ~r e sent, whe ther 
because it's incomplete or because it hasn't finished yet , or whateve ~, then you 
don't have that part, either. 

Now let me enrich the mixture with another example _that s ounds histor_ical but really 
·is categorical. That' the example of chess, and many o f you have heard this one, too. 
Imagine that we have a chess board with a bunch of pieces laid out, and the pieces are 
made of onyx that's carved into appropriate shapes. So I pick this one up, and it's 
a pawn, and I say, "There it is, and it's a pawn, and t h:ere's no hocus pocus about 
that." It is a pawn. I say, "Now chess was invented a · out three thousand years 
ago, as far as we know. Suppose this scene had taken p lace four thousand years ago. 
Would this be a pawn?" The answer is No. Until chess w:as invented, nothing could 
be a pawn, including this. That has a certain air of creating something out of 
nothing, doesn't it? And indeed, it's true. This wasn 't a pawn before chess was 
invented. Nothing was a pawn before chess was invented ~ but now it is. Notice why 
I say it's really a categorical one, even though I put it in historical terms of 
"before chess was invented". You could put it in timeless terms: without the game 
of chess, nothing could be a pawn. There's no time element involved. So the his
torical one collapses back into a categorica. one. Or imagine a peculiarly shaped 
and inflated pigskin. A hundred years ago--was that a football then? No. Is it 
a football now? Yes, for the same reason. Okay, those a re what you might call inter
mediate examples. One of the good things about games i s, they are so clearly human 
inventions, and the logic of "without chess, nothing could be a pawn" helps to make 
it plausible, because it's quite clear with those exampLes that certain things are 
created by human invention. Certain things don't exist i f certain human inventions 
don't take place. That's one of the general notions that we're going to need, that 
human inventions create the existence of certain things ... With those games, again it' s 
not problematic, it's not mysterious, but it's there and it works that way. 

186 ?: Is this related to the significance of things? 
187 
187 Peter: Probably but not centrally. The main issue is, 'What is it? And the answer 
188 four thousand years ago was not, "It's a pawn." Now the answer is, "It's a pawn." 
189 One of the other things about games is that they involve conceptual systems. The 
190 conceptual systems are given by rules, and it's nice to be able to say what they are. 
191 Most other conceptual systems, other than some mathematics, you know there's one but 
192 you can't lay it out and say here it is. So with games , .. it's nice that we can lay 
193 out the rules and say, "Here it is. This is what the r ules are; this is the con-
194 ceptual system that determines the notion of pawn and bi.shop and rook and castle, 
195 etc." So one of our part/whole formulations is, "Nothing can be an element in a con-
196 ceptual system (like a pawn), or an instance of such an ,e lement (like this pawn), 
197 if the conceptual system doesn't exist." Then you can paraphrase the last line into, 
198 "before the conceptual system was invented." Nothing c an be an element in a con-
199 ceptual system, or an instance of such an element, before the conceptual system is 
200 invented. That's the paradigm that these game examples f it. 
201 
201 Jan: - - - - we use game concepts to describe histor ical events--"So and so was 
202 a pawn of such and such a ruler". How would they have described that kind of thing 
203 before there was that concept? 
204 
204 Peter: Who knows? 
205 
205 Jan: What I'm wondering is whether--this is a serious question; I'm not being - - - - · 
206 
206 Peter: The description might have been, "He was a toy i n the hands of". 
207 
207 Jan: So that the creation of a role, say in a game the u ole of a pawn, would not 
208 necessarily be the creation of an entirely new role or axn entirely new concept, but 
209 it could be --
210 
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211 
211 Peter: No, it is. There is nothing like being a pawn in chess. 
212 
212 ?: 
213 

It thereby enriches the language, and makes possib_e the locution. 
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213 Jan: I understand it from that end. I'm trying to look at it from the other. I'll 
214 ask you later. 
215 
215 Peter: Just for future reference, because of continui t? here, what I want to suggest 
216 is that there are relevant wholes of which everything e l s e is a part. And what these 
217 wholes are, are human social practices and institutions. Games are merely a special 
218 case of human social practices, and as I say, they h ave the virtue that in connection 
219 with them, it's quite clear that and how they are huma n inventions. Because of that, 
220 they provide clear examples of how the existence of som2t hing can depend on human 
221 invention. 
222 
222 Come back to this pawn here, this piece of onyx. Did t.:1e piece of onyx become a pawn? 
223 
223 Gideon: It couldn't until pawns were discovered. 
224 
224 Peter: We wouldn't like to say that, would we? One r eas on being that it's still a 
225 piece of onyx, and when you speak of X changing into Y, u sually it's not X any moreo 
226 So in this case, you wouldn't want to say that the piece of onyx changed into a pawn. 
227 
227 · Joe: You could, though, without violating preservation p arameter - - - -
228 
228 Peter: The parameters of onyx don't include being capt~r ed by a bishop. We're talking 
229 about onyx, not 'object', and the parameters of 'object' don't include being captured 
230 by bishops, either. 
231 
231 Joe: They could still acquire new eligibilities. 
232 
232 Peter: Not as objects. You have to say, "the same thi 0 1g that is the object, is the 
233 pawn". It's not that the object is the pawn; it's not ~hat the onyx is the pawn; it's 
234 that same thing. You remember that crucial move in the State of Affairs System: "the 
235 same thing as". This thing is the same thing as that, not that one is really the 
236 other. It's coordination. So the same thing that is t h e object is the same thing 
237 that is the onyx is the same thing that is the pawn, b u~ it is not that the onyx is 
238 the pawn, etc. 
239 
239 The resolution of that fits the functional autonomy sit ~1ation, namely, that what's 
240 changed is the community. The community has changed f r o m a non-chess-playing com-
241 munity into a chess-playing community. And that change i n a community is not para-
242 doxical. That's the kind of change that routinely take s p lace in communities. That 
243 -ind of change fits the parameter principle, that what .ha nges about a community is 
244 the values of some of its parameters, and one of the p a r ameters of communities is 
245 social practices. So the change in the social-practice parameter of communities is 
246 not paradoxical; it fits the parameter principle. With two examples, that should 
247 lead you to a generalization, namely, that what you pic k as the thing that's going 
248 to change makes a real big difference in the kind of f r E,edom you have to say what 
249 changes occurred. If we pick the onyx as the thing that' s changing, then we're pro-
250 hibited from saying what we want to say, namely, the onyx changed into a pawn. If we 
251 pick the community as the thing that's going to do the changing, then it's very simple 
252 and non-paradoxical. And that was the case with the f u~ct ional autonomy. Instead o f 
253 saying it's the mechanism that changes and it changes i nto a motive, you say it's the 
254 person who changed, and that kind of change in persons is not problematic. What we 
255 pick as the thing that's going to do the changing, in t h~ formula X becomes Y, what we 
256 pick as the X makes a whole lot of difference in the kind of freedom that we have to 
257 specify change. 
258 
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259 These are still tame examples, and you might register t hat by saying, "It still s ounds 
260 --little physicist that I am--like the difference betwee n hard facts and soft facts." 
261 It sounds like the difference between real things that go on and human interpretations 
262 of them. That has a certain amount of plausibility within this range of examples, 
263 even though one might point out that in fact, when you invented chess, that was new, 
264 and that pawn really couldn't have existed before then, e tc., and that's not just a 
265 way of talking. That's literal, hard fact. Still it' s e a sy to--because, as I say, 
266 these are relatively tame examples--so let's turn the s c r ew another notch. 
267 
267 Paul Zeiger: Before you go on 
268 
268 Peter: This won't hurt a bit, Paul. 
269 

.269 Paul: Would it be fair to interpret some of the exampl e s you've given as an admonition 
270 to--when it rouble with one of these things, look for c hanges in the whole, not the 
271 part? 
272 
272 Peter: That's a good rule of thumb. The reason is tha t the way we've gone wrong in 
273 the past is to go the opposite direction because of tha t physicalist view, and that's 
274 why it's a good rule of thumb to go the opposite way. Wh en you're in trouble going 
275 down, try going up. But it's only a rule of thumb. 
276 
276 The next move is going to draw a little blood, but it wo n 't hurt. And it's a very 
277 simple move, namely, what holds for the pawn holds for t he onyx, too. Before people 
278 invented the social practices and the corresponding con c e ptual system which involved 
279 distinguishing onyx from other substances and treating i t accordingly, there were not 
280 and could not have been pieces of onyx. There might h a ve been something, but it wasn't 
281 onyx. The logic of that is exactly the same as the p a wr1 . Until there were the prac-
282 tices and the conceptual system that created the distinction, nothing could have been 
283 an instance of those distinctions. That invention happ e ned further ago, probably, than 
284 we have good history, at least the informal di s tinction s , but you can readily imagine 
285 that there was a time when this system of distinctions 9o t invented, and now we dis-
286 tinguish between onyx and quartz and other sorts of mine r als. That, in fact, may not 
287 have been in the dim past. It may have been in the re l a t ively recent past. Now why 
288 this one draws blood is, number one, it is just as simp l e and just as direct as the 
289 pawn, which I think is indubitable. Secondly, it has a nother wrinkle to it, namely, 
290 as soon as we invented that system and there were piece s of onyx, it also became the 
291 case that those pieces of onyx had been around for a l o n g time. That wasn't true with 
292 the pawn.- Pawns only began to exist when we invented t h a t game, but with onyx, once 
293 we invented it and it was onyx, there already had been o nyx. That's your first true 
294 ex post facto example. It then became the case that the r e had been onyx lying around 
295 for a long time previously, because onyx is that kind o f thing and its being that 
296 kind of thing is part of the game. 
297 
297 The next move: what holds for onyx, holds for everythin g else. [laughter) There is 
298 nothing else whatever that you couldn't plug into exac t l y the same formula as the pawn 
299 and the onyx, whether it be objects--stones, rivers, tre e s, buildings, minerals, 
300 planets--they all fit the same formula: before we inven t e d the distinctions for which 
301 these things were to be instances, there couldn't have b e en any such instances; there 
302 couldn't have been any such thing. 
303 
303 Notice what a flip we have now. We have a completely e x post facto world. So it's 
304 not merely that now we have an exception to this moving finger picture. The whole 
305 world is ex post facto. What does that lead us to say at this point? Would we say, 
306 "Well, then there was no world before there were people"? Not quite. That's still 
307 the simple moving-finger formulation. What we need to say is, "There was no world 
308 before there were people, before there were people." 

. 309 

309 ?: Say that again. 
310 

[laughter) 
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311 
311 Peter: Let me give you a grarrnnatical parap hrase: "There was no 'world before there 
312 were people' until after there were people." It's only once there were people that 
313 it became the case that there was a world there before people came along. The same 
314 thing goes for afterwards. It's not that there won't be a world after people are 
315 gone; it's that there won't be "a world after people are gone" after people are gone. 
316 Or the paraphrase, "Only so long as there are people will {t be the case that the 
317 world will be there after people are gone." 
318 
318 ?: The ex post facto is one instance of a general pattern --
318 
319 
319 Peter: Yes, it's the category argument that can go forward --
320 
320 ?: - - - -
321 
321 Peter: I told you we were going to start drawing blood. 
322 
322 Joe: It seems to me that some of the blood is coming out of - - - - - which sounds 
323 like it's historical. In fact it isn't historical. 
324 
324 
325 
326 
327 

Peter: No, that's 
sound historical. 
category argument. 

327 ?: 
328 

why I said that we're into category arguments even though they 
Behind every good historical argument there's a corresponding 
We're really working categories. 

328 Peter: Because categories have historical instances. 
329 
329 Joe: I don't understand the point of doing it - - - without people there would not 
330 be a world - - - - problematical -
331 
331 Peter: Because it's in the historical form that it creates the apparent paradox that 
332 things happen through time in simple progression. And that's what we're interested in. 
333 At this point. 
334 
334 ?: Are you saying that one of the things you are trying to do is weaken this notion of 
335 time? 
336 
336 Peter: Yeah, first weaken it, then totally substitute. That's why I say, at this 
337 point we have an ex post facto world, not merely occasional exceptions to the left-to-
338 right unfolding through time. 
339 
339 ?: You say there will not be a world after people are gone, after people are gone. 
340 Will there be a world after people are gone before people are gone? 
341 
341 Peter: Yes. That means now. This is before people are gone. There will be a world 
342 after people are gone. 
343 
343 ? : 
344 
344. Peter: Yes_, but that's another discussion and we' 11 get to it briefly at the end. 
345 
345 Gideon: - - - - that's part of the historical picture. 
346 
346 Peter: Now, having an ex post facto world is a good place to be, except that it, too, 
347 has its disadvantages. The major disadvantage is, it sounds as though we're omni-
348 potent and could just make it all up. If you say, "People created the world", my God, 
349 it sounds like people are God and they could do anything they want. That violates our 
350 ordinary observation, which says clearly that we can't do whatever we feel like doing. 
351 So let's look at some of the limitations on omnipotence, loo~ at some of the things 
3S2 
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353 that people can't do. Number one, we can't create objes ts out of nothing. I can 
354 create a table, but I can't just snap my fingers and threre's the table. I can't 
355 create a table out of thin air. I've got to put the pie ces together, and putting the 
356 pieces together preserves the parameter principle. SnaJPping your fingers and there's 
357 a table would violate it. So that's one limitation on <0ur omnipotence. 
358 
358 Gideon: One way of paraphrasing it is that the world wa s here first. 
359 
359 Peter: No, not at all. Secondly, we can't move objecbs at will. I can't just snap 
360 my finger and have this table move over there. It's pos sible to get it to move, but 
361 only in certain ways and certainly not just by deciding; to have it happen. So that's 
362 not something I can just create, either. A third intere sting category is perception. 
363 We can't perceive other than the way we do in fact perce ive at that time. As I look 
364 over at the wall, I can't see an orange wall. I can see a cream-colored wall; I can't 
365 see an orange one. We can't perceive things other than,_ as we in fact do. Or at least, 
366 our ability to do that is extraordinarily limited. Tha,f...: ' s what the whole notion of 
367 observation depends on, that since we don't have a choi~ e about it, we take what 
368 comes, whereas if we could choose what we observe, we c o uld create any experimental 
369 data we wanted. And we wouldn't have found out anythin:<g . 
370 
370 Now we can, and routinely do, create something out of n~ thing, namely, our own behavior 
371 We have no tendency to ask, "What was it that changed i mto the behavior that you just 
372 engaged in?" Your behavior has to be very peculiar bef(o re somebody asks, "Where did 
373 that come from?" You can relate this to the more genera l categories of object and 
374 process. Objects can't be created out of nothing, but Rn general, processes are, be-
375 ause there's no presumption, with processes, that they ~ ame from anywhere, and there 
376 is no presumption of continuity. So when I reach for t lhe coffee, here,_ there's nothing 
377 that that behavior came from. There's nothing that chamged into that behavior at that 
378 time. That's just what occurred. So if you're going t o put it into the context of 
379 where did it come from, the answer is Nowhere, and that 0 s routine. So there is one 
380 thing that people routinely do create out of nothing, i s their own behavior. Within 
381 some limits, we also move at will. When I reach for thn s cup, I move and I do that 
382 just by deciding to do that. I don't have to manipulate anything in order to reach 
383 for the cup: I just do it. So again, within the limits: of our embodiment, we move at 
384 will. So those are the two things where we seem to have--in some sense--the ability 
385 to create something out of nothing, to create things at:. will, is our own behavior. 
386 
386 There are limitations, because our own behavior is limi~ed by our knowledge, by our 
387 motivation, by all of our personal characteristics, incliuding our inventiveness. If 
388 you tried to invent new behaviors, you'd get stuck prett::y quick, start repeating 
389 yourself. People are not infinitely ingenious. So evern though in principle we 
390 create behaviors, in fact we have an awful lot of empirii..cal, practical limitations 
391 on which behaviors we produce. 
392 
392 Joe: How about states of affairs? Are those created - - ·- - - -
393 
393 Peter: States of affairs are like objects, in that you lhave to pick the size of it 
394 carefully. At one level of description, one state of a ffairs does not change into 
395 another; it's simply succeeded by another one. But if -ziou go to a more global de-
396 scription, you can say that it changed from one to anothier. Again, the rule is "Go 
397 up, young man". 
398 
398 Dan Minerva: I would say that behavior is created from <experience and personal 
399 characteristics, just like --
400 
400 Peter: Try the parameter rule. How can an experience c lhange into a behavior? It's 
401 one thing to say that you behave the way you do because. y ou have the experience, etc. 
402 It's another to say you create the behavior out of the e ncperience. Again, it's a 
403 case of - - - - • 
404 



405 
405 Ok ay, thos e are some of the limitations and some of the non-l i ~~ tations. We turn 
406 the screw a gain: what holds for pawns and onyx and everything el s e holds for beh avior. 
407 It's another limitation on behavior. If you tak e behavior X, you can a pply the same 
408 formula: before we invented the social practices and t h e conceptual syst em t hat in-
409 volves distinguishing between beha vior X and behaviors Y and Z, and treating t hem 
41 0 accordingly, there couldn't be and weren't any behavior X's. Be fore we inve nt a 
411 system for distingui shing behavior X from behavior Y, you could have some behavior, 
412 maybe, but not behavior X. 
413 
413 ?: But we invented that system, and the people over in some other place might not kno~ 
414 about it. 
415 
415 Peter: Once you invented it, it doesn't matter who. For us, it's behavior X. 
416 
416 Tom: It's behavior X, but those people there don't know it. 
417 
417 Peter: Yeah, but it is behavior X because we know it. 
418 
418 ?: Is it the distinction to describe behavior X and behavior Y? 
419 
419 Peter: The distinction is what you use to describe it, b ut creating the distinc t ion 
420 also creates the possibility that there is something of t hat sort. 
421 
421 
422 

?: - - social practices that were sexist -

422 Peter: That fits the degradation ceremony. It also fits the pattern of insight therap 
423 where at some point you say, "Aha, now I can see that a ll my life I've been competing 
424 with my fathe r." As soon as you see it, it becomes tha t, just like the Move 2 . "Ah , 
425 now I see that all kinds of things that I've been doing hav e been sexist." That f i t s 
426 the Move 2 pattern. That's what I can now see that they were then. Exce pt tha t i f 
427 l hadn't achieved that insight, who's to say that that' s what they were? That's the 
428 ex post facto aspect. 
429 
429 Ja~: What happens when you try to stuff the genie back i n the bottle, as is now a 
430 common practice? Where people are saying that there is no such thing as sexist acts . 
431 The distinction's already been made. 
432 
432 Peter: I've never heard that. It doesn't seem to make sense. 
433 
433 Jan: As for instance, "There is no such thing · as racial discrimination". Two or 
434 three weeks a go, one of Mr Reagan's tame friends said t h a t one. "There is no dis-
435 crimination in this country on the grounds of race or wh a t ever." But it's still 
436 accurate that there is if one has already made that dist i nction. Is that right? 
437 
437 Peter: Yeah. 
438 
438 Jan: What happens when somebody tries to teach a bunch of people that that's not a 
439 meaningful distinction to make? That's what I wonder. 
440 
440 Peter: I was just about to say something relevant to t hat , namely, that at this 
441 point it would be natural to feel that we've kind of los t contact. So let me give you 
442 a clinical sort of example. Once we say that what holds f o r pawns, holds for behavior, 
443 and tha t no behavior is an island because it requires t hat t here be other beha viors 
444 in order that there be this one, all behaviors then are int erconnected. We could no 
445 more have a single behavior, wi thout any other behaviors, than you could have a sin gle 
446 number 5 without any other numbers. You've got a whole doma in there, not a bunc h o f 
447 thin gs. In ordinary clinical practice we encounter what we call distorti ons o f reality . 
448 For example, suppose I s a id, "Hey, there's an elephant t he r e." You look over t here and 
449 you say, "Bullshit." Then you start negotiating. You t ake a hard line: "Wha t do yo u 
450 



451 
451 mean, there's an elephant there?" I s ay , "Look, it's r i ght here." You say, "That's 
452 no elephant, that's a cup." I say, " ~o , it's an elepha n t." You say, "If that's an 
453 elephant, you ought to be able to feed him something." I say, "Yeah, I'm going to 
454 feed him some alfalfa." You say, "That wasn't feeding h im some alfalfa. That was 
455 just moving a paper around." Notice that that conversa t ion matches exactly the formal 
456 thing that I've presented, namely, that there's an , initi a l judgement, an initial dis-
457 tortion, which if I want to maintain it, has to be back e d up by other distortions, 
458 because by common standards I did not succeed in treatin g that as an elephant. Further 
459 more, on the second round I did not succeed in treatin g my own previous behavior as a 
460 case of successfully treating that as an elephant, and i n the third round, I did not 
461 succeed in treating my second behavior as a case of succ e ssfully treating my first 
462 behavior as a case of treating it as an elephant. So wh e n I make that initial dis-
463 tortion, you start putting pressure on me by giving me t h e implications: if that's 
464 so, then this other thing has to be so, and if that's wh a t you did, then this other 
465 thing is so. And either little by little we retreat f r am reality and maintain that 
466 there's an elephant, or you put enough pressure on me f o r me to admit that no, after 
467 all there wasn't an elephant. And that's what you routi nely do in therapy. Because 
468 saying that's an elephant is not just an isolated, singl e thing. It's a piece of a 
469 whole network, and if that piece is there, the rest of i t is there, too, and I have 
470 to back it up with every one of these others, and usua l l y I don't. Usually I don't. 
471 Usually I back off. But if I'm in the right frame of mi nd--guess what?--that's an 
472 elephant and you're just bugging me, and all of you are just bugging me, and you are 
473 all perceiving wrongly, and on and on and on. It's just a gigantic conspiracy to 
474 conceal the presence of that elephant. 
475 
475 There you have it, you see. No behavior is an island. You have a whole domain of 
476 logically interconnected things. But remember, behavior was what we can create. And 
477 we don't create single behaviors; we've got the whole s y s tem of behavior, the whole 
478 system of concepts for different behaviors, and they a r e connected in fancy, sequential 
479 logical, categorical, various ways. It's a highly struc tured . domain. 
480 
480 That gives us what you might call a different center of gravity. Instead of a left-to-
481 right moving finger, what we have is the domain of behav i or, and stuck in there is 
482 worlds--things, tables, chairs, mountains, planets. The y are all part of this one 
483 network which includes natural objects, it includes his t ories, it includes processes, 
484 objects, etc. And it's the domain of behavior and behav i or patterns that all of 
485 these are included in. You remember I said earlier, by way of anticipating, it's 
486 human social practices and institutions (which meaDs org anized practices) that every-
487 thing else is a part of. 
488 
488 Paul: Are you saying that the limitations on our abilit y to create behaviors come 
489 from the fact that all .behavior is of a piece, and there 's a whole bunch of links here 
490 to other behaviors that somehow have to be - - - - and we codify those links in terms 
491 of what we would call the physical world? 
492 
492 Peter: Yeah. Now I said that this is a highly structu:i:.-e d and complex domain. In 
493 fact, that's the domain that the whole effort to formula t e the Person Concept is 
494 directed at. The Person Concept, as formulated, is the delineation of this domain , 
495 and it includes World, People, Behavior, and Language a s its essential parts. So 
496 we have an approach, a view, which is entirely different from the left-to-right moving 
497 finger. Now what about these origin questions, again? How did language begin? How 
498 did persons originate? Where do thoughts come from? Where did the world come from? 
499 There are still those questions, and to the question Where do persons come from, you 
500 can go out and study fossils and you come up with an evo l utionary theory. 
500 
010 Paul: No, that's where their bodies came from. 
011 
011 Peter: Well ••• What you have then is a story with gaps . You always need that 
012 missing link, because you still have the gap between per s ons and non-persons, and 
013 



014 
014 if you start saying that persons came from something non-person you have a gap, and 
015 you keep trying to fill it with missing links. That's okay, because what we've done 
016 by generating the ex post facto world is, we've removed the mystique and the transcen-
017 dental aspect of that question. It loses its voyeuristic interest. Instead, if you 
018 ask, "Where did language come from, how did language originate, etc.?", it's a purely 
019 practical question for human purposes. It's not a ' ringside seat for looking at what 
020 reaily, really happened. Because of that, most of the magic is gone, most of the 
021 interest is gone, there are still practical purposes to be served by doing the natural 
022 history and doing what we can to either codify or gloss over the gaps. 
023 
023 Joe: That's where the physical world, or a piece of it where did the behavioral 
024 world came from? Where did the domain of behavior come from? 
025 
025 Peter: Again, as a practical question, you always answer it with what you have 
026 available. And what you have available is all of the observations and theories and 
027 explanations that people have come up with. 
028 
028 Joe: What about the whole behavioral world, the domain of behavior? 
029 
029 Peter: It has no history. That was the essential precondition for there to be a 
030 history. You remember, after there were people, there was a world with a history, 
031 not before. 
032 
032 Joe: So you're saying there's no question? It's not a proper question to ask where 
033 the domain of behavior came from? 
034 
034 Peter: Yeah. The answer there is Nowhere. But once you have it, you can still ask 
035 the same old questions, but they've lost their magic. 
036 
036 ?: Before last year, there was not a 17 banana. [laughter] 
037 
037 Peter: You remember, I commented that we have a lot of practical questions like tha~, 
038 nd we answer them routinely by giving a historical account, and we have no problem 
039 and they're not exciting. At this point, what I'm saying is that once you generate 
040 the ex post facto world, if you continue to ask those questions, you're going to have 
041 to ask them as purely practical ones, take the practical answers that you can generate 
042 for whatever they're worth--because you're going to generate them for a human purpose--
042 
043 and they lose the kind of interest they had, because they are purely 
044 
044 Tom: Pete, give an example . of practical questions [change tape] 
045 
045 Peter: -- is here, and moving that individual over here. If you can establish 
046 ffie sequence, then maybe you can make it happen by following that sequence, by bringing 
047 it about. Now if you can't, you can't. That's what I mean by 'practical purposes'. 
048 Having made these questions about beginnings purely practical, it becomes very prac-
049 tical to end. [applause) 
050 
050 Jane: - - - question period. 
051 
051 Peter: I thought I had filibustered my way through the question period. 
052 
052 Paul: Earlier today, 0oe and I were discussing religious notions of the origin of 
053 the universe, and we concluded that the ones we were familiar with were not historical 
054 but logical, that is, they represented logical evolution of some sort. And I think for 
055 all of them, you could say that what's trying to be explained here is some sort of 
056 logical inner structure of this Person Concept, the thing you were pointing to at the 
057 end of the lecture. 
058 
058 Peter: I'm not sure I understand you. Are you saying that the explanations have shown 
059 
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060 
060 an evolution, or are you saying that a given explanatior. is of an evolutionary sort? 
061 
061 Paul: I'm saying that if you're going to try and give an articulation of the Person 
062 Concept, you have to start someplace, and that most of the stories of creation with 
063 which we're familiar make various choices about where t h e y're going to start and how 
064 they're going to build on that starting point. 
065 
065 Peter: I don't have them well enough in hand to agree, b ut I don't know of anything 
066 that would lead me to disagree. Let me add something on that, because one of the 
067 points I wanted to make is on this evolutionary thing. I f you do a natural history 
068 f human thought and just look at the sequence, one of t h e main things that we observe 
069 is that thinking becomes more sophisticated. That's b e z a use history is cumulativeo 
070 We don't just repeat the mistakes of an earlier generat i o n of thinkers. 
071 
071 Jan: You mean, we make new ones. 
072 
072 Peter: Yeah, we make new ones in the light of having s o lved or resolved or rejected 
073 theirs, and then doing the best we can. And so there i s a trend, and it's not a simple 
074 linear trend through time like the moving finger. It i s also--every now and. then we 
075 say to hell with it all and let's start fresh. But eve n there, you see, saying, "Let' s 
076 start fresh", you know what you're rejecting. You go t o something that seems preferabl 
077 to what has gone before, so again it's the increase in 8ophistication--if you're suc-
078 cessful. And what I wanted to suggest is that the movi n g-finger type of view is 
079 obsolete. It was good in 1900, it may have been good i. ra 1920, but by God this is 
080 1981. And what becomes apparent over time is the inadec;uacies of a given account, of 
081 a given viewpoint, and I would suggest that the inadequ, .cies of the moving-finger 
082 approach have become very apparent, as you can see by t L-= plethora of ex post facto 
083 things that you can point to. The notion that things j r .st go from left to right was 
084 a candidate for abandonment at least 60 years ago. And you don't abandon it until 
085 you have an alternative, usually. And we have an alter native. Whereas it may not be 
086 fhe last word, it's the last word now. 
087 
087 John Forward: It's the case that the reality constraint s on producing behavior are 
088 hernselves ex post facto formulations. 
089 
089 Peter: That - - - - - is yes and no. As soon as you s e e that sequence of behaviors, 
090 where behavior X depends on some other set of behaviors, then the issue of creating the 
091 thing that you used in behavior Xis no longer a simple matter. In fact, practically 
092 everything depends on practically everything, and even the reality constraints on a 
093 behavior, before we invented those concepts of reality constraints and acted accord-
094 ingly, there weren't those reality constraints. So you c an see--the reality constraint: 
095,, you can formulate them, but basically they are boundary c onditions, and so again it's 
096 not like having a single thing that you can point to and say, "There's the limit." 
097 It's a very different sort of logic in this kind of thing than a process that simply 
098 goes from A to B to C to D. And what it has is logical depth and logical structure, 
099 and history through time is only one, maybe minor, aspect . Except that how we live 
100 our life is through time, in history. 
101 
101 Paul: In looking at the world we've got now, it's all ex post facto, suggests to me 
102 that we ought to be aware of the possibility that it could change in fundamental and 
103 unanticipated ways. It's not terribly likely, since the whole system has a certain 
104 amount of inertia, but it looks to me like we have much more to grab hold of than one 
105 would ave otherwise believed. 
106 
106 Peter: Yeah, and let me give you a characteristic sample or example. Among the 
107 humanists, it's characteristic to say, "Human potential i s unlimited." And that 
108 sounds nice, and it sounds like their heart is in the r ight place, except that you 
109 say, "Who the hell could know that, the way this guy seems to know this?" Well, 
110 there's a way of saying it that doesn't create those prob lems. The way of saying it 
111 
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112 
112 is in a doubl e negative form, namely, that one of the limitation s that human beings 
113 have, in fact, is that they have no way of setting limits to what they may come to be 
114 able to do. That gives you the same practical mileage of saying that human potential 
115 is unlimited. It does not involve you in the problem of claiming to know something 
116 that you couldn't possibly know. But as I say, you arrive at the same point. And 
117 there's nothing about reality constraints that says they stay the same. They may 
118 change over time. They seem to. So what is not possible for us today may be possible 
119 for us tomorrow. I think this is the kind of idea that you're getting at, is that 
120 there's nothing fixed there. There's no limit to the kind of changes that could 
121 possibly take place, but there are practical limits and practical guidelines. Now 
122 where can we get from here in a finite time with what we have, etc.? And then 
123 recognize that our formulation of those limits is not foolproof, either. That's 
124 part of our creation, too. 
125 
125 Paul: I can't resist a humorous one. If all the scientists in the world really got 
126 this notion that these origin questions in natural history don't really have that kind 
127 of significance, how many of them, do you think, would quit doing science? 
128 
128 Peter: Quite a few. 
129 
129 Paul: I think so, too. 
130 
130 Peter: It's a very grabby sort of idea that you could sit at the right hand of God 
131 and know what it was really like, and know how it really happened. That's why I call 
132 it voyeuristic. Okay. 
133 


